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interesting puzzle with beautiful drawings, except that I cannot proceed due to the bugs.. The game lacks in all they are trying to
sell you in the trailer, poor graphics and very hard to play. I do not recommend this game, there are other games out there which
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are much better and fun to play.. Kind of Machinarium: no dialogue and lots of brain teasing puzzles in different areas. Also a
lot of collectibles, too much even for me. At the beginning story was clear: you move to new house with your family and
suddenly shrink into insect world (oh wait why? confusing already) Anyway then you supposedly want to grow back and get
home; I hoped there would be story in between but no, just solving puzzles because they are there blocking you. Nice and surreal
adventure but the main feeling was "not enjoying - just pushing through".. The game lacks in all they are trying to sell you in the
trailer, poor graphics and very hard to play. I do not recommend this game, there are other games out there which are much
better and fun to play.. Kind of Machinarium: no dialogue and lots of brain teasing puzzles in different areas. Also a lot of
collectibles, too much even for me. At the beginning story was clear: you move to new house with your family and suddenly
shrink into insect world (oh wait why? confusing already) Anyway then you supposedly want to grow back and get home; I
hoped there would be story in between but no, just solving puzzles because they are there blocking you. Nice and surreal
adventure but the main feeling was "not enjoying - just pushing through".

Hotfix: v0.5.6410.26837 : The hottest of fixes to melt your tyrant playing faces off! Bug Fixes Health/HP Bonuses are now
calculated properly; no longer giving you multiple times more Health than intended. Health/HP Bonuses are properly applied
when viewing a fleet in the shipyard. Interlink Planets no longer can sometimes keep extra research value after map generation.
Tutorial Mission 2 now has its final planet and objective switched to a Barracks planet to prevent unfortunate planet destruction!
Senate fleets can no longer bomb the same planet twice in the same turn. Balance Adjustments Scepter, Mezzosec: +20% Health
to Medium Ships reduced to +15% Health. Scepter, The Aegis:+30% Health to Small Ships reduced to +20% Health. Misc
Shipyard ship details says "Health" instead of "Armor" now. Misc grammar and typo fixes.. Don't freak out! : Greetings,
stalwart Tyrants! In our preparation for releasing to Early Access on July 19th, were revoking all of the beta keys. This means
that if you go to play the game between now and our release date, you will no longer have access to it. As promised, when we do
go live on July 19th, if you helped with the beta and we deem you worthy (most of you are), Ill send you a key via the
SpaceTyrantSwag profile. I may have friended you with that profile earlier in the beta test when we were sending out pins and
stickers. If so, youre set just hang tight and a key will come your way on the 19th. Alternately, if you came in after the last
round of stickers and pins going out, then you might still get a friend request from that profile. If you do, its not some Steam
creeper, its just me, trying to give you a free game. :D Alrighty then thanks to you all for your help with the beta test! Now we
buckle up for Early Access and the many updates that will follow.. One last update before Early Access : People! Tyrants!
Tyrant People! Weve decided to push one more build out to you before we hit Early Access. Its packed with bug fixes, updated
art, refinements to numerous systems under the hood and other cool stuff. The tutorial, sounds and Combat effects are still
lacking any updates, but we think youll find that the rest of the game plays a lot more smoothly now. If youre in the middle of a
mission, so much has changed that were having the game knock you out of that mission. It wont kill any progress youve made
toward a particular cycle and you wont lose your unlocks, but continuing a mission with so much newness wasnt possible. Heres
a list of all the particulars: Major Features: Revamped Starmap (so good) Cards as Unlocks Persistent Event Traits New Perk
Art Tyrant Titles Rebellions on controlled planets Additional Features: Improved snapping in the Shipyard Many more stats
tracked A new Main Menu Senate & CnH AI more aggressive Mission Detail tooltips Planet Rings show ownership Shipyard
button is back (tho less enticing) Wormholes frequency reduced and opt-outs added "Mana" renamed to "Crystal" Fixes: Empty
Fleet bug fixed Many, many, hangs and locks fixed Final Mission unlock bug fixed Unsupported resolutions now default to 16:9
Planet UI no longer interferes with fleet clicks Slug shield regen reduced Many defensive commander powers fixed Combat
grid vs space weather layering issues resolved Compound artifact effects on reload removed Space slug regen nerfed Player
based combat-initiation bugs fixed Commander energy shows correct at battle-start Alrighty, unless some horrible crash bug
somehow got past us in this build, were pretty sure this will be the last of our updates until we hit Early Access in about a month.
Well still be checking in on the forums on a daily basis, but our heads are mostly buried in development land, so we probably
wont be as active as usual when a new build goes up. Cheers! Thanks again for playing! The Space Tyrant team.. Our first Early
Access build! : WELL WELL WELL Were finally hitting Early Access! Reviewers, streamers and our beta community have
already been let in, but by 10am PST tomorrow morning, well open the gates to everyone. If youve been playing already, you
might be interested in the release notes for the build we just put up. Theres a lot of newness in this version, so Ill get right down
to it: Theres a whole slew of new sound fx in the game. There are still a few sounds in Combat that need to be done and theres a
tuning pass in general that needs to happen but its close! There are now optional techs for each of the ships. You can tweak
those suckers in some interesting directions these days. If youve played before, then you might be expecting to pick up where
you left off. Wellll, were sad to report that this new build will wipe out your save file. Some of the new fixes/changes went deep
enough that keeping the old saves around would be baaaad. Its the dawn of a new era for the game anyway, so were hoping that
makes it okay. If not, at least you can find squirrels and sunshine outside to ease the pain. Tutorials have been updated to match
the current game experience. Always helps to know what in the actual f*** is going on. New Death Ray and Invasion fx! So, so
satisfying. Polish pass on just about every aspect of the game. Weapon fx got a pass. Inspiration in Combat now has a visible
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timer so you can know when its about to Inspire a ship. Inspiring! Creepy Tyrant hands on the splash screen got the creepy
turned up. Empire select sequence got some updating. Mountains of bug fixes huge heaping mountains like weve never done
before. Alright, thats it for now! You can expect to see more announcements and cool stuff happening in the days to come.
Early Access is finally here! The Space Tyrant team.. 25% off from now until the 28th! : For 25% off the usual price, you get to
take out your aggression on sad little planets! Weeee!. Update v0.5.6415.26860 Early Access : Balance changes to appease the
lowly masses! Never say the Space Tyrant isn't a benevolent ruler! Balance Changes Capture and Hold Missions Turns to
capture an Omega Core increased by 1. Starting Senate fleets are smaller at the start of 3* missions, but will grow stronger as
the game goes on. Maps are slightly larger. AI is slightly less aggressive. Control Missions Senate will tend try to produce more
fleets during the mission. Overall difficulty of 1* and 2* missions has been increased. Map size of 1* and 2* missions has been
slightly reduced. General Changes Added a short tutorial video to Capture and Hold. Crystal Monopoly goal has been removed
from economy missions for now. Bug Fixes Hoplite: Training Protocols Perk properly levels up hired and freed commanders.
Enemy Tactics cannot be triggered by the player anymore. Combat Speed Controls would sometimes dissapear for the duration
of a game.
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